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FOCUSED DISCOVERY

Machine Learning: Making the
Data Deluge Work For You
By Bob Krantz, CEO of Mindseye, and Jeff Fehrman, Chief Strategy Officer of Mindseye

O

ne of the overarching issues in
eDiscovery today is the problem
of data. There’s so much of it,
with more being created every second,
making it harder and harder to identify
what we are looking for. Technological
innovations are constantly evolving
to address the issue and they go by
several names, including artificial
intelligence, big data, and predictive
analytics, to name just a few. Unlike
computer systems that follow static
program instructions, machine learning
uses algorithms that consume large
quantities of data, learn from it, and
make predictions or suggestions about
the data. So how exactly is machine
learning being used today and what can
it do for eDiscovery?

Machine learning is
everywhere, even when
you can’t see it
Machine learning focuses on the
development of computer programs
that can teach themselves to grow and
change when exposed to new data.
Sometimes confused with data mining,
which focuses on extracting data for
use in a specific domain, machine
learning uses data to improve the
program’s own understanding.
It’s important to note that
machine learning isn’t just about
automation — its purpose is not simply
to process more information faster.
Machine learning is transformative;
it enables us to generate predictive
models, uncover obscured patterns,
and deliver insights in ways that human
users simply cannot.
The best implementations of machine
learning are invisible. When the onus
is on the user, sorting through and

filtering data is slow, cumbersome,
and inefficient. Machine learning,
when done right, provides a new user
experience, one that complements
cognitive thinking and transforms users
into super-users.

Machine learning doesn’t
replace humans — it
complements them
Machine learning sounds
futuristic — and, to some people, even
ominous — but, in fact, it’s already
being used and implemented today in
many facets of our everyday life. Spam
filters, Amazon’s recommendations,
dating websites, and Pandora’s
customized playlists are all examples
of machine learning. There are a few
high-profile examples of machine
learning applications — one recent
example is the AP using robots
to write stories — but while these
stories may capture the headlines,
they don’t point to a “Terminator”
style takeover. In the AP example, it
has been reported that no jobs were
lost due to the introduction of robot
journalism and quality has improved
as the automatically generated stories
contain far fewer errors than those
written by humans. For the most part,
the machines correlate data, build
predictive models, and deliver insights,
but they don’t actually make decisions
nor are they executing on the insight or
recommendations provided — that still
requires human involvement.

Machine learning in the
enterprise
When it comes to the vast volumes of
data being created and captured on a

continual basis, most organizations view
it as something to be “dealt with” — it’s
a storage and management issue. To
take advantage of the transformative
power of machine learning, enterprises
have to adopt a different mindset; they
need to view the data as something
to be leveraged for strategic and
competitive advantage. This could mean
using machine learning as part of their
core offering; but it could also mean
taking advantage of machine learning
to improve internal operations and
administrative functions.
In the legal sphere, there are already
examples of machine learning helping
to transform the contract review and
lawyer selection processes. eDiscovery
is another area where machine learning
is being utilized, but much of the
focus to date has been confined to the
document review phase. We believe
the full power of machine learning
should be exercised as far left on the
Electronic Discovery Reference Model
(EDRM) as possible.

The promise for
eDiscovery
The fundamental problem eDiscovery
has today is one of “findability.” How
do you find the tiny number of relevant
documents among the vast volumes
of enterprise data? Machine learning
provides a way to prioritize what you
want, leveraging users’ actions to teach
and improve the system. Again, the
point is not to replace legal professionals
with machines — the machines are
simply using their algorithmic and
processing power to present the user
with better, more relevant results. The
legal professional is still needed to make
decisions that a machine simply cannot.
But because the machine is capable
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of looking at information from many
more perspectives than humans can,
the overall process is more efficient
and cost-effective.
But in order for machine learning to
transform users into super-users in
the eDiscovery arena, it has to do
three things.

• Organize — Trained computers
can review and model — and
classify — data much more
efficiently and comprehensively than
humans can. Using classification
to organize results helps limit the
“distractions” that take away from
the key objective: finding relevant
documents for your case.

• Expand — Machine learning can
suggest similar areas of interest to
help uncover patterns that may not
present themselves clearly when you
look at documents on a record-byrecord basis. Systems should learn
from user behavior to guide them to
other documents of interest (think
Amazon’s “if you liked this, you
might like that” recommendations).

• Enlighten — Discovery is often
about learning something you
didn’t previously have knowledge
of. Insight is meant to drive action.
Machine learning should help
guide you effectively in developing
strategy and achieving objectives.

Make your data work
for you
Enterprise data growth isn’t going
to slow its pace any time soon.
In fact, it continues to accelerate.
eDiscovery — which is about
identifying, collecting, and producing
all the documents that are relevant to
a particular case or investigation — is
only going to get increasingly more
challenging in the face of this growth.
Machine learning provides the ability to
prioritize what you want and use human
expertise to teach — and improve — the
system. Technology will continue to
evolve, and conducting an investigation
or an eDiscovery matter may one day
become as simple as shopping on
Amazon thanks to advancements in
machine learning.
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Mindseye Helps You Get
to the Information You
Need to Make Effective
Decisions
The Mindseye platform is a
powerful and comprehensive
discovery solution that can
provide you with the visibility
you need to:

• Uncover valuable information
about your data

• Quickly identify and cull junk
data and uncover relevant
business information through a
comprehensive, single view of
your results

• Integrate your eDiscovery
process with your information
governance strategy

• Refine and improve your
information governance strategy
and develop data classifications
For more information about
Mindseye or to request a demo,
please visit
www.mindseyesolutions.com.
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